
Aisen Industrial Co., Ltd.

Aisen Industrial Co., Ltd.／ Shigeki Nakanishi (Mr.) ／S-nakanishi@aisen.co.jp ／ +81-73-487-4345 ／ 258, Onoda, Kainan-City, Wakayama 642-0014, JAPAN

https://www.aisen-industrial.com

Company Profile

Founded in Wakayama prefecture in 1959, Aisen Industrial is a company that combines 

household cleaning products with art.  Our mission is to transform the world of household 

cleaning supplies into something beautiful and symbolic by reconnecting it with the art of 

Japan and the world.

Products/ Concept

Alubru -Urushi- is the new style kitchen brush set which is lacquered by “Kishu Kuroe Nuri”.

The kitchen, which was once located in an area that did not get much sun, has become a 

kitchen adjacent to the sunny living room where many people gather for family gatherings 

or to entertain important people.

Alubru is a product born to make such an important place for families more beautiful and 

more like yourself.

This is a new style kitchen brush set that has born functionally and interior design.
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Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1>

“Alubru -Urushi-” Lacquered Kitchen Brush Set ~Premium~
Retail price in Japan:￥6,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 30.5cm x D 9cm x H 26cm

Weight: 500g

<ITEM２>

“Alubru -Urushi-” Lacquered Kitchen Brush Set ~Standard~
Retail price in Japan:￥5,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 30.5cm x D 9cm x H 26cm

Weight: 500g

<ITEM3>

“Alubru -Urushi-” Lacquered Kitchen Brush Set ~Pastel~
Retail price in Japan:￥5,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 30.5cm x D 9cm x H 26cm

Weight: 500g



AMANOSHIKKI CO.,LTD

AMANOSHIKKI  CO.,LTD ／ SHINICHI AMANO ／info@amanoshikki.com ／ +81 766 23 2151 ／ 245 Haoka, Takaoka-city, Toyama 933-0958, JAPAN

https://www. amanoshikki.com

Company Profile

Exploiting our traditional technique of Takaoka Lacquerware which has been 
cultivated since our inauguration in 1892, we have been dedicating to design 
products matching modern life.

Products/ Concept

The beauty of translucent yet hard glass Materials, holds various expressions through 

lights and echos with brilliant resonance. Applying Raden (mother of pearl) technique onto 

this glass Materials, and adding a finishing touch of lacquer creates “Raden glass”. The 

beautiful iridescent shimmer of a rainbow and the warmth of lacquer is a fusion of 

Japanese and Western, as well as a combination of traditional and modern refinement. 

Please enjoy this mystique glimmer of Raden glass while sipping Japanese sake.
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<ITEM1>

Kaleidoscopic sake glass   cherry blossoms
Retail price in Japan:￥8,800（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9cm x D12cm x H7cm

Weight: 160g

<ITEM２>

Glass  Mt. Fuji
Retail price in Japan:￥11,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 10.5cm x D12.5cm x H8cm

Weight:: 270g

<ITEM3>

Tray Ume blossoms
Retail price in Japan:￥5,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W 25.2cm x D25.2cm x H 2.7cm

Weight:250g



ame no ki

＜amenoki＞ ／ ＜Kanta Hatao＞ ／ ＜amenoki.rokuro@gmail.com＞ ／ ＜080-4253-1318＞ ／ ＜〒920-0935 2-23-8, Ishibiki, Kanazawa Shi, Ishikawa Ken, Japan＞

Website:N/A

Company Profile

We are manufacturing wooden vessels which are the traditional craft of Japan ,using 

woodturning machine. Every vessels are made by the craftsmen who have completed their 

training under a skilled master .And the work has Japanese sensibility for nature and 

aesthetic sense.

Products/ Concept

"KASANE-IROME`"

Since ancient times in Japan, we have enjoyed expressing the seasons and flowers with 

the combination of clothes colors. We called KASANE-IROME expressing nature with the 

color of kimono. 

This cup was made of various tree species and you can enjoy the color of the tree itself. 

Please use them and enjoy the color combinations.
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<ITEM1>

KASANE-IROME
Retail price in Japan:￥5,300（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9cm x D 9cm x H 7cm

Weight: 45-65g



BAN INOUE Ltd.

＜BAN INOUE Ltd.＞ ／ ＜Emi Kito＞ ／ ＜e-kito@asa-ban.com＞ ／ ＜0742-23-2850＞ ／ ＜223 Kawakami-Cho,Nara City,Nara,JAPAN）＞

https://www.asa-ban.com/

Company Profile

Products/ Concept
We design and manufacture lifestyle comodities based on our concept

`Feel the change of four seasons`

`Make your mood gaiety`

`Spend everyday life senciable`

Our materials are mainly botanical fabric, Ramie and CAYA(cotton fabric which was used to be mouquito net).

It has been the traditional industry of Nara prefecture for over 150 years.

The original CAYA came from China, was only used by nobles.

After Edo period which is over 150 years ago, it was penetrated common households.

Edo merchants’ CAYA selling call had told people beginning of summer.
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<ITEM1>
華わび裂（ぎれ）ラナー
Hanawabi table runner

Retail price in Japan:¥6,000(excluding tax)
Size:W100cm×D0cm×H26cm

Weight: 110g

<ITEM２>

蚊帳ふきん
Caya kitchen towel

Retail price in Japan:¥700(excluding tax)
Size:W58cm×D0cm×H58cm

Weight: 40g

<ITEM3>
ゼブラストライプバッグ（大）
Zebra stripe bag

Retail price in Japan:¥10,000(excluding tax)
Size:W39cm×D1cm×H39cm

Weight: 250g

BAN INOUE Ltd. established in 1988 has been manufacturing clothing and lifestyle comodities made of 
cotton mosquito net fabric that is soft and comfortable.
We produce products that specialize in vivid colors that express Japan‘s unique aesthetic sense and the 
four seasons. Our production is in Japan, mainly in Nara and Kyoto.
We mainly develop our own stores in Nara and Kyoto, and domestic wholesales such as Department 
store, Retail store in Japan.
Our strength is originality, and our wide product range will propose a new lifestyle.



Bigsanta Co.,Ltd 

＜Bigsant Co.,Ltd＞ ／ ＜Kazuo Miyata＞ ／ ＜miyata@bigsanta.jp＞ ／ ＜76-254-6181＞ ／ ＜〒920-0831  1-3-5 Higashiyama, Kanazawa City, Ishikawa Prefecture, Japan＞

https://100banya.com

Company Profile

Founded in 2008. We plan and sell products that incorporate the traditions, customs and  

culture of Ishikawa Prefecture. We can propose new charms of crafts that have never been 

seen before.

Products/ Concept

We made canister caps with the traditional craft of Ishikawa prefecture, “Kutani ware”.

12 kinds of patterns will make your kitchen gorgeous.

[Kutani ware]  The pottery in the southern Ishikawa with a history of about 360 years. The 

beautiful glass painting is the most attractive. They’re loved by fans all over the world as 

“Japan Kutani”.
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>

Kutani Cap Canister
Retail price in Japan:￥2600（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9cm x D 9cm x H 13.5cm

Weight: 350g



FUKUI CO.,LTD.

＜FUKUI CO.,LTD.＞ ／ ＜Yoshio Ichikawa＞ ／ ＜ichikawa.yoshio@sakai-fukui.co.jp＞ ／ ＜072-227-0001＞ ／ ＜1CHO 1-10, KUKENCHOHIGASHISAKAI-KU, SAKAI-SHI, OSAKA 590-0934 JAPAN＞

Company Profile

FUKUI CO.,LTD. established in 1912. Through 100 years, our dream is always to be a high 

quality manufacturer of kitchen knives, gardening tools and hardware tools.

Products/ Concept

"OUL" - Supreme knives collection - admired by professional chefs. Sakai is a world-

famous city as high-quality knife produciton. Sakai blades are totally handmade by 

hammering, forging, quenching, tempering, grinding and sharpening. Our brand "OUL" are 

able to guarantee the total quality by our high-skilled artisan.
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<ITEM1>

OUL GINSAN DAMASCUS KIRITSUKE SANTOKU KNIFE WITH lacquered 
cherry wooden handle
Retail price in Japan : ¥35,700
Size : W 6cm × D 33cm × H 3cm
Gross weight : 250g

<ITEM２>

OUL GINSAN DAMASCUS KIRITSUKE PETTY KNIFE WITH lacquered cherry 
wooden handle
Retail price in Japan : ¥27,000
Size : W 4cm × D 30cm × H 3cm
Gross weight : 150g

<ITEM3>

OUL GINSAN DAMASCUS PETTY KNIFE WITH lacquered cherry wooden 
handle
Retail price in Japan : ¥29,700
Size : W 4cm × D 30cm × H 3cm
Gross weight : 150g



GINSHODO

＜Ogoshikougeihinseizou.co.ltd ／ Mr.shinobu Ogoshi ／shinobu@oogoshi.com ／ 81-766-53-5560 ／ ＜〒933-0878 1-434,higasikemizeki,takaoka-city,toyama,japan＞

https://www.ginshodo.jp/English/

Company Profile

Ginsho-do has been working in traditional crafts since his grandfather's generation in 

Takaoka, Toyama Prefecture, Japan. Currently, we are planning and producing mainly tea 

utensils, incense burners, and sake sets. We manufacture silver, iron and copper products.

Products/ Concept

We plan and manufacture tea utensils, incense burners, and sake sets using silver, iron, 

and copper. The concept of the product is Japanese tradition, oriental beauty, and natural 

beauty. All patterns are made with traditional ideas and thoughts.
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<ITEM1>

silver tea kettle matsuba
Retail price in Japan:￥588,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W17 cm x D17cm x H26cm

Weight: 1400g

<ITEM２>

Iron Tea kettle arahada
Retail price in Japan:215,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W16cm x D16cm x H22cm

Weight:: 1800g

<ITEM3>

Futatori ume eda (For remove the lid of kettle)
Retail price in Japan:￥24,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 6cm x D22cm x H 6cm

Weight:150g



INOSEIHO Co., Ltd. 

＜ INOSEIHO Co., Ltd. ＞ ／ ＜Kawabata＞ ／ ＜info@kutani.co.jp＞ ／ ＜ 0761-57-0121 ＞ ／ ＜ i61 Suenobumachi, Nomi-city, ISHIKAWA 923-1117 Japan ＞

https://www.kutani.co.jp/

Company Profile

Our company was established in 1919. Since then we have been engaged in 

manufacturing and selling Kutani Ware witch has 360 years of history in Japan.

Products/ Concept

We carry a wide variety of products from interiors to kitchenware and also from products by 

famous skilled craftspeople to original products.
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>
N162-11 Vese with wooden plate  

Retail price in Japan:￥4,800（Excluding tax）
Size:径12×高25.5ｃｍ
木台付

<ITEM２>

K6-630  Tea cup “Hokusai”
Retail price in Japan:￥5,000（Excluding tax）
Size:径9.2×高8.8cm

<ITEM3>

HC-00 Chopstick rest 30pcs with wooden box
Retail price in Japan:￥26000（Excluding tax）/set

￥700（Excluding tax）/pc

Size: W 3.8cm x D 3.2cm x H 1cm



Kawai Co., Ltd.

＜Kawai Co., Ltd＞ ／ ＜Michiru Kaneko(Marketing and Sales Promotion Devision＞ ／ ＜kaneko@kawai-ohashi.co.jp＞ ／ ＜+81 770 53 2465＞ ／
＜16-2, Kitashioya, Obama-shi, Fukui 917-0002 Japan＞

Company Profile

Kawai Co., Ltd. is manufacturer and wholesale of various kinds of chopsticks and cutlery.

We are based in Obama city, Japan since 1943. 

Obama city is well-known production area for chopsticks, and it has over 80% of share of 

chopsticks manufacture in Japan.

Chopsticks made in Obama city, have a history of over 400 years.

Products

We offer various kinds of chopsticks, which are all handmade, high quality, and easy to 

use. We follow the traditional techniques, but at the same time we also apply modern 

technologies to generate new design for chopsticks such as silk screen printing, laser 

cutting, inkjet printing. 

Our signiture products "Japanese trafitional color chopsticks"( plese see above) are 

inspired from Japanese traditional colors. Each color has meaning and story.

Bright color variation, and products story would attract customers.
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Kitchenware

<Japanese Traditional Color Chopsticks>
Color variation :20 colors
Retail price in Japan:￥1,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 2.2cm x D 24cm x H 2.2cm

Weight: 25g

<tetoca -Chopsticks made of fruits bearing trees->
Variation:Chestnut, persimmon, mandarin, plum, peach and olive
Retail price in Japan:￥800（Excluding tax）
Size: W 3.5cm x H 23cm

Weight:: 15g

<Chopsticks & Chopsticks' rest box sets>
Retail price in Japan:￥3,000～3,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W12cm x D26cm x H 2.3cm

Weight:70g

http://kawai-ohashi.co.jp/en/



Kikuichi Cutlery

Kikuichi Monjushiro Kanenaga, Inc. ／ Hiromi Schmick, Aya Ehara ／ hamono@kikuichi.com ／ +81-742-26-2219 ／488 Zoshicho, Narashi, Nara, Japan 630-8211

https://www.kikuichi.com

Company Profile

Throughout most of our 750 years history, we have been making exceptionally fine samurai 

swords and today, we are known for our uchihamono, the traditional Japanese knives and 

scissors that are produced by a process similar to that used in the fashioning of samurai 

swords.

Products/ Concept

Kikuichi Warikomi Damascus Tsuchime Knives. What a mouthful! These are the top of the 

line knives from Kikuichi. The word Tsuchime means hand hammered. This line features a 

clad knife which has a middle core of VG10 High Carbon Steel surrounded by a stainless 

steel exterior for protection and stain resistance. The hard VG10 stainless core of the blade 

provides excellent edge retention. Finally the blade is hand hammer peined to give it a 

rustic look and also help prevent food from sticking to the sides of the blade. The handle is 

made with sanitary composition scales that are riveted to the full tang. The result is a 

masterpiece of Japanese kitchen cutlery.
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>

WGAD18sp / 17 layers Damascus stainless steel

SANTOKU all purpose knife
Retail price in Japan:￥12,545（Excluding tax）
Size: W 32.2 cm x D 7 cm x H 2.4 cm

Weight: 245 g

<ITEM２>

WGAD13sp / 17 layers Damascus stainless steel

Petty all purpose knife
Retail price in Japan:￥9,818（Excluding tax）
Size: 27.4 cm x D 4.5 cm x H 2 cm

Weight:: 133g

<ITEM3>

WGND17sp / 

17 layers Damascus stainless steel 

NAKIRI vegetable knife
Retail price in Japan:￥12,545（Excluding tax）
Size: W 32.2 cm x D 7 cm x H 2.4 cm

Weight: 271 g



KIS & CO., LTD／MILARGO

＜KIS & CO., LTD／ ＜TRAN CONG DANH＞ ／ ＜tran.congdanh@kiyohara.co.jp＞ ／ ＜+81-6-6252-3497＞ ／ ＜4-5-2  Minamikyuhojimachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka, 541-8506, Japan＞

https://www.kis-21.com/

Company Profile

Established in 2000, Our Overseas Division exports/imports apparel accessories, fiber & textile materials, 
hobby & craft supplies as well as industrial goods and household articles.

adapt our offering to your needs. High value-added functional material from Japan, Korea and Taiwan or 

cost-competitve products from China and Vietnam.
In collaboration with our branches and affiliates we export to over 30 countries in North America, Europe, 
South America and Asia.

Products/ Concept

SOFT BASKET

with Handle 15 Liter Capacity

Easy to open and fold, Compact and easy-to-use

Convenient for carrying, washing, cleaning 
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商品画像1点（レイアウト自由）

Kitchenware Home Decorative AccessoriesFashion and Accessories Stationery Cross-category/ Others

<ITEM1>

Collapsible Picnic Basket with Folding Tray
Retail price in Japan:￥3,540（Excluding tax）
Size: W463×D29×H214mm

Weight: 15ℓ

<ITEM２>

Choppin chopper
Retail price in Japan:￥539（Excluding tax）
Size: W 122×107mm

Weight:: 175g

<ITEM3>

Japan style Mug Cup
Retail price in Japan:￥1,200（Excluding tax）
Size: H90×W110×D80mm

Weight:300ml



KLETOS INC.／Aquatriton water purifier

KLETOS INC. ／ Akihide Ishimura : Managing Director ／ aki.kletos@gmail.com ／ 81-90-9252-3922 ／ Honmaruta Build 3F, Azuchimachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka, 541-0052

https://kletos.b-smile.jp

Company Profile

KLETOS INC.

International Agent of BASIC CO., LTD

Founder and CEO: Akihide Ishimura 

Office:  Honmaruta Bld 3F, 3-4-5 Azuchimachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka, Japan

Products/Concept

Aquatriton water purifiers are the first and only household water purifiers made with 

backwashing function which gives longer life to filters and provides cleaner water than 

standard filters.  We also have alternate backwashing systems available with multiple filters 

where clean water from one filter washes the other filter ensuring optimal cleanliness. Our 

products are perfect for those countries and areas with or without good tap water 

infrastructure systems. 
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Kitchenware

Aquatriton water purifier facet type with washable filter

Aquatriton B Bottle type with washable filter
Capacity: 500ml   Filter life: 180 L   

Mineral substance available with bar attached

Top lid can be used as drinking cup  
◆ Meets Japanese Standard JIS S 3201

Aquatriton PII Pitcher type with washable filter
① Inside-out water flow speeds up filtration
② Its compact, simple design is easy and  convenient to store in the 

refrigerator 
③ By backwashing the cartridge, bacterial contamination can be prevented

◆ Meets Japanese Standard JIS S 3201
Filtration flow rate:  0.2 L/min   Filter life:  400 L of water filtration
Removes 13 hazardous materials

① Backwashing clears away particles and debris trapped by the filter.
② Advanced technology enables longer filter life.
◆ Meets Japanese Standard JIS S 3201

Filtration flow rate:  2 L/min Filter life:  1,800 L of water filtration
Removes 13 hazardous materials

Backwashing



Morita Shikki Co., LTD.／Nurimono Jokan

＜Morita Shikki Co., LTD.＞ ／ ＜Taka Morita＞ ／ ＜yamanakanuri@gmail.com＞ ／ ＜81-761-78-0106＞ ／ ＜〒9220106 wa-528 Uwabara Yamanaka-Onsen Kaga-City Ishikawa-Pref. Japan＞

https://www.urusi.jp

Company Profile/Products/ Concept

Artisanship since 1909

Yamanakaonsen is a small town in Japan renowned for its hot springs. The town has also been 

home to artisans who have been creating the tradition of Japanese lacquerware for over 400 

years. As many other parts of Japan, the people in Yamanakaonsen have been making a good 

use of limited natural resources available locally to produce something useful out of Mother 

Nature such as, in case of Yamanakaonsen, the lacquerware. Nurimono Jokan is a Japanese 

lacquerware brand produced and manufactured by Morita Shikki Co. Ltd. in Yamanakaonsen

with a contemporary minimalistic design for everyday use in mind. Our founder was a nushi

artisan whose job was to produce the traditional lacquerware by hand. We inherit the tradition 

and intend to create that of the future.
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>

Cherry-wood 2.5 Kotobuki Sake Cup Plain Wood Lacquer
Retail price in Japan:￥4000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 8.5cm x D 8.5cm x H 5.4cm

Weight: 60g

<ITEM２>

Cherry-wood 2.1 Takumi Sake Cup Plain Wood Lacquer
Retail price in Japan:￥4000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 7.5cm x D 7.5cm x H 4.8cm

Weight:: 50g

<ITEM3>

Cherry-wood 1.8 Akatsuki Sake Cup Plain Wood Lacquer
Retail price in Japan:￥3800（Excluding tax）
Size: W 6.6cm x D 6.6cm x H 3.7cm

Weight:30g

Each wooden sake cup is hollowed out of a piece of wood by artisans and is so thin.

■Contents : Natural Wood / Urethane Coating Decorative Box Included 

■ Maker name : Nurimono Jokan / Morita Shikki Co., Ltd. ■ Country of origin : Japan 

■ Material : Mizume-zakura

[Product Notes] 
■ Cannot be used in dish washers and microwave ovens The care of lacquerware is very easy. 
All you have to do is to put a mild detergent on a soft sponge and wash it gently. The paint may 
come off if washed in hot water. In addition, please avoid washing with a cleanser or scrub 
brush.



NINSHU CO.LTD.,

＜NINSHU CO.LTD.,＞ ／ ＜Mirai Tanaka＞ ／ ＜info@ninshu.com＞ ／＜+81-75-708-8770＞ ／
＜671-1 Kuoninmaemachi Nakagyo-ku,Kyoto-shi, Kyoto-fu 604-0993,Japan＞

Company Profile

Ninshu is the purveyor to the Ninna-ji temple.

A unique UNESCO world heritage site, the Ninnaji temple in Kyoto, Japan was 
established in 888 as an Emperor's house by the Emperor Uda.

Ninna-ji Temple is the Omuro ware birthplace which is the origin of the Kyo ware.

Products/ Concept

The beauty of Ninshu’s pottery lies in the refined handmade shapes, in the 
dynamic traces made by fingers and in the unparalleled scenery of the glazed 
surface with its brilliant colors.

As preserve tradition of Omuro ware, Ninshu is pursuing the true beauty of 
handmade ceramics to propose a culture of contemporary lifestyle.

※Handmade on the potter’s wheels    ※Can be used Microwave/Dish washer

※The line made by fingers for beauty and easiness to hold
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>

KIRAMEKI_matcha bowl
Retail price in Japan:￥7,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W 17.5cm x D 17.5cm x H 10.5cm

Weight: 460g

<ITEM２>

ZUI_bowl
Retail price in Japan:￥5,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 23.5cm x D 23.5cm x H 8.5cm

Weight:: 760g

<ITEM3>

SOUKU blue_mug
Retail price in Japan:￥2,280（Excluding tax）
Size: W 12.5cm x D 12.5cm x H 10.5cm

Weight:280g

https://ninshu.com/en/



Sakai Tohji - Eiwa Trading Corporation

EIWA TRADING CORPORATION ／ (Mr.) YUHEI KAWABATA ／ e-mail: info@eiwatrading.co.jp ／ phone number ; 81-6-6110-7211 ／ 5F, Nishihonmachi Chuo Bldg.,1-13-13, Awaza, Nishi-ku, Osaka 550-0011 Japan

https://eiwatrading.co.jp

Company Profile

We are a Japanese trading company that has exported various Japanese products 

(kitchenware, household articles, apparel, healthcare products, baby products, nursing 

care products, industrial products, and Japanese food) worldwide since our founding in 

1979. We focus on truly valuable Japanese products for overseas market.

Products/ Concept

Traditions and techniques used for knives of Sakai Tohji, a cutlery manufacture with more 

than 200 years of history. Every kitchen knife and tools provided by Sakai Tohji brand allows 

you to experience the grand tradition and excellent techniques passed down through skilled  

craftsmen.

Osaka, Sakai city kitchen knife is an excellent traditional product has been realized in the 

pursuit of sharpness that makes cooking more perfect. 
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>

Traditional and craftsmanship kitchen knife series

We have a variety of kitchen knives series.

The detail will be shown in our product catalog.

<ITEM２>

Cuoco kitchen tools
Retail price in Japan:￥850-2500（Excluding tax）
Egg cutter ,  Lemon squeezer, grater, strainer

<ITEM3>

MXM series  Santoku (  No.1 sales item )
Retail price in Japan:￥18,480～（Excluding tax）
1. Cleaver knife ( tapered tip and a broad blade )

2. Nakiri ( cutting vegetables) 

3. Santuku

4. Sashimi

5. Petit knife

Kitchenware



SEIKOU CO.,LTD.  “KUTANI SEIKOUGAMA” 

SEIKOU CO.,LTD／ MR. TOMOKI KITANO ／ tomoki@seikou.co.jp／ 81-761-57-2078／ 〒923-1112 RO-25 SANO-MACHI NOMI-CITY, ISHIKAWA JAPAN

http://www.seikou.co.jp

Company Profile

Seikou Co.,Ltd. is the largest manufacturing company of Kutani porcelain which Is most colorful porcelain 
in the world and has over 360years of history in the industry. We have over 600 pieces of collections and 
are well experienced for OEM/ODM manufacturing. We accept OEM/ODM order from 300/MOQ. Please 
feel free to ask. You can download our latest catalogue from below URL.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-UJ3GXQVGOjcjXHN9vnLbtSZ1ORQgS3y

Products/ Concept

Colors of Kutani Porcelain is the most characteristic colors among Japanese porcelain.

Our in-house developed colors used on our product have much glass for transparency and colorfulness.

We decorate our products in the style of Japanese traditional pattern, lucky charm, Japanese masterpiece 
and various motifs.

Kutani Porcelain provides unique colors and texture.
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>

KUTANI DEMITASSE C&S
Retail price in Japan:3,200 JPY Excluding tax）
Size: W 13cm x D 13cm x H 8cm

Weight: 330g

<ITEM２>

JAPNESE LUCKY MINI PLATE  “KISSYO”
Retail price in Japan:1,000 JPY（Excluding tax）
Size: W 11cm x D 110cm x H 2.5cm

Weight:: 100g

<ITEM3>
PLATE JAPANESE FAMOUS PICTURES

Retail price in Japan:10,000 JPY（Excluding tax）
Size: W 34cm x D 12m x H 5cm

Weight:1000g



THE SKATER CO.,LTD.

THE SKATER CO.,LTD. / Mr. Makoto AZUMI / Email: adumi@skater.co.jp / Tel: +81-742-63-2017 / 216-1, Karamomocho, Nara 630-8520 JAPAN

https://mom.maison-objet.com/brand/11483/the-skater-co-ltd

Company Profile
In February 1950, Skater has launched as a manufacturer of popular fountain pens at that time, and the 

company name is derived from how smooth the feel of the pen was as one skates. In 1960’s, with 

anticipation of rapid economy growth, we have focused on products made with plastic, and we were 

ahead of game in the industry to develop houseware products made with plastic.

Products/ Concept
We are committed to provide practical, easy-to-use yet high quality products at reasonable prices

in keeping with time, with spirit of challenges, act spontaneously with consumer’s demand changes.

We take our pride with the history we have built this company as stylish lifestyle product manufacturer, 

we will continue to promote Skater brand not only in Japan, but to the global market.
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Kitchenware

MICROWAVE PRESSURE COOKER “KIWAMIAJI” - No. MWP1

Retail price in Japan: ¥ 6,000 (Excluding tax)

Size: W 25.1 cm x D 21.2 cm x H 13.7 cm

Weight: 980 g

Safe and reliable. Approved by two Japanese safety standards (SG and PSC). Quick and easy to 
make authentic and tasty dishes with pressure cooking method. Stylishly designed microwave proof

pressure cooker, ‘KIWAMIAJI’ . 30 sample basic main and side dishes recipes enclosed. BPA Free. 
Made in Japan.

ALUMINIUM LUNCH BOX - No. AFT10B

Retail price in Japan: ¥ 2,800 (Excluding tax)

Size: W 20.2 cm x D 12.9 cm x H 6.5 cm

Weight: 250 g

Made with aluminium - long lasting, light-weighted and resistant to breakage. By virtue of its nature to 
cool down warm temperature, it helps to reduce the growth of bacteria, especially during summer. 
The dome shaped lid allows you to keep your meal without being pressed. Divider enclosed to keep 
multiple dishes separated. Firm sealer to stop leakage. 

This product is not dishwasher or microwave proof. BPA Free. 3 sizes: 600 ml, 850 ml, 1000 ml

Tenpyo-Monyo MELAMINE LID 2 DECK LUNCH BOX - SLBW9M

Retail price in Japan: ¥ 2,000 (Excluding tax)

Size: W 19.2 cm x D 9.3 cm x H 8.8 cm

Melamine is applied throughout to the tip of lid, to give you the feel of high quality. Rounded corners 
as a part of design, created simple and slim, feminine lunch box. Lower container will hold equivalent 
amount of rice as 1.6 rice bowl. It comes with belt to hold the containers as well as chopsticks which 
can store in built in chopstick holder. Both upper and lower containers have its own inner lid to stop 
leakage. Using the inner lid, you can warm them in microwave. Also dishwasher proof. BPA Free.



STYLE OF JAPAN

STYLE OF JAPAN,INC. ／ KAZ OMORI ／ PR@STYLEOFJAPAN.NET ／ 81.770.521835 ／ 7-4 Otecho, OBAMA , FUKUI JAPAN 9170078

https://www.soj-inc.jp

Company Profile

STYLE OF JAPAN(SOJ), the beautiful japanning-wooden chopsticks brand, is founded in 
2003 in OBAMA, JAPAN where is over 400-year production history town. 

Based on its 400-year WAKASANURI Lacquerware tradition as the original background of 
SOJ, seeking for the fusion style with modern design products to create the new value for 
the people’s new lifestyle.

Products/ Concept

Nowadays SOJ adopts the local forest resources “FUKUI-SUGI cedar” as the ecological 
and excellent material to make. In order to realize the sustainable production scheme and 
for efficient usage of the local wood resources, moreover to decrease the CO2 , advocating 
the  “Pure Japan Made” vision for the eco-friendly and sustainable production cycle. The 
signature 【OEDO】is the symbolic product to contribute the decarbonization going 
through 
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Kitchenware

<ITEM1>
【OEDO】

Retail price in Japan:￥1,200（Excluding tax）
Size: W 5.9cm x D 2.0cm x H 25.6cm

Weight: 15.0g

<ITEM２>

【HASHI by STYLE OF JAPAN 】
Retail price in Japan:￥1,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W5.9cm x D 2.0cm x H 25.6cm

Weight:: 25g

<ITEM3>
【ihana】
Retail price in Japan:￥1,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 3.5cm x D 2.0cm x H 28.0cm

Weight:10g



syouryu

Shimatani Syouryu-Koubo Inc. ／ Mr.Yoshinori Shimatani ／ info@syouryu.com ／ 81-766-22-4727 ／4-2 Sengoku-machi,Takaoka-shi,Toyama-ken,933-0847 Japan

https://www.syouryu.com

Company Profile

"syouryu"is a new brand from Shimatani Syouryu Kobo,a family-run factory since 1909 

which specializes in manufacturing Rin for Buddhist temples.syouryu's mission is to create 

new generation og products which utilize these hammering techniques to preserve the 

ancestral tradition for the future.

Products/ Concept

Enjoy the mysterious resilience and flexibility of suzugami; You can change its shape and 

flatten it again just as you do with origami. suzugami gains these properties after skilled 

craftsmen roll tin material repetitively and hammer the plates to a regular rhythm. The 

process eliminates usual deterioration from repetitive bending and stretching. Traditional 

hammering technique contributes to the joy of creating your own shapes.
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<ITEM1>
suzugami 13×13 (3Pattern:kazahana,samidare,arare)

Retail price in Japan:￥2,750（Excluding tax）
Size: W 13cm x D 13cm x H 0.75mm

Weight: 90g

<ITEM２>

suzugami18×18 (3Pattern:kazahana,samidare,arare)

Retail price in Japan:￥5,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W 18cm x D 18cm x H 0.75mm

Weight:: 170g

<ITEM3>
suzugami24×24 (3Pattern:kazahana,samidare,arare)

Retail price in Japan:￥9,700（Excluding tax）
Size: W 24cm x D 24cm x H 0.75cm

Weight:300g

kazahana samidare arare



UCHIKI CO,.LTD   “SHIMA CUP”

＜UCHIKI CO,.LTD＞ ／ ＜YUKI UCHIDE＞ ／ ＜yuki-uchide@uchiki-co.com＞ ／ ＜0761-77-1616＞ ／ ＜〒 922-0262  I-61.kashiwano machi,kaga shi, ishikawa ken ,JAPAN＞

http://uchiki-co.com/

Company Profile

UCHIKI Co., Ltd. is a long-established lacquer ware manufacturer and wholesaler founded 

in 1888. We manufacture a wide range of lacquer ware from the high price range to the low 

price range. It is difficult to paint lacquer on materials other than wood, but UCHIKI Co., Ltd. 

makes it possible to paint on other materials with its own technology.

Products/ Concept

SANJYO City, Niigata Prefecture, Japan is famous for its polishing technology, but the 

stainless steel cups polished there are painted with lacquer. Due to the double structure, 

the heat and cold insulation is very high and the functionality is outstanding. Since the 

inside is spirally polished, it has the effect of making the bubbles of the carbonated 

beverage finer. Make your evening drink elegant with a cup that combines the technique of 

polishing stainless steel with the elegance of lacquer.
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Kitchenware Stationery

<ITEM1>

SHIMA CUP BYAKUDAN BK RD
Retail price in Japan:￥8,000~12,000（Excluding tax）
Size: Large Φ7,0cm x H 15.0cm Weight:223g

Medium Φ7.4cm x H 8.5cm Weight:145g

Small Φ6.2cm x H 5.0cm Weight:  58g

<ITEM２>

SHIMA CUP HAKUGOROMO 
Retail price in Japan:￥9,000（Excluding tax）
Size: Φ7.4cm x H 8.5cm Weight:145g

<ITEM3>

SHIMA CUP  MODERN BK RD
Retail price in Japan:￥9,000（Excluding tax）
Size: Φ7.4cm x H 8.5cm Weight:145g

Description of item

Description of item

Gold leaf is manually attached to 
the stainless steel cup one by 
one by a craftsman.
Since it is pasted by hand, each 
pattern is different.
Would you like to sell this cup 
as a gift?
This is very popular in Japanese 
department stores.

This product is made by hand 
by a lacquer craftsman on a 
stainless steel cup, 
and the wood grain pattern is 
drawn with a brush. 
Since it is drawn by hand, 
each pattern is different. 
Would you like to sell a 
unique cup as a gift?



Wajimanuri Studio RAKU／KOKEMUSU  collection

Wajimanuri Studio RAKU ／ Tamao HIKIMOCHI ／ info@raku-wajima.com ／ 81-90-8261-0578 ／ 〒929-2373 Ni-59,Ichinosaka,Mii-machi,Wajima-shi,Ishikawa-ken,JAPAN

https://www.raku-wajima.com

Company Profile

Products/ Concept
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E: Matcya Bowl 
Retail price in Japan:￥200.000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 12.0cm x D 12.0cm x H 8.5cm

Weight:: 260g

Urushi Screens, Mountain Range Series F.G.H.I
Retail price in Japan:￥300.000 each / ￥1.200.000 set（Excluding tax）
Size: W 30.0cm x D 30.0cm x H 3.0cm

Weight:F:860g,G:620g,H:760g,I:680g

D: Sake Server
Retail price in Japan:￥60.000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 8.5cm x D 8.0cm x H 13.0cm

Weight: 200g

B

C
A

D

C: Tumbler
Retail price in Japan:￥40.000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 8.0cm x D 8.0cm x H 8.0cm

Weight: 120g

A: Old Fashioned Cup
Retail price in Japan:￥50.000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 8.5cm x D 8.5cm x H 9.5cm

Weight: 140g

B: Sake Cup
Retail price in Japan:￥20.000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 6.0cm x D 6.0cm x H 6.0cm

Weight: 60g

E

F            G             H           I          

Wajimanuri Studio RAKU ーConnect tradition with possibility of urushiー
Our exclusive methods based on traditional urushi application techniques enable us to craft unique items 
and to surprise and delight our users.  Urushi-nuri work (urushi lacquering)  still remains a community 
craft in Wajima, Japan. Our studio handles all the processes from undercoating to final coating by 
ourselves.

KOKEMUSU collection
Lacquer ware that allows you to enjoy the rugged base of “NERIKANSHITSU" and the change of lacquer 
ware that deepens the green color like moss of "KOKEMUSU ".

・ Certified by The Wonder 500 (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry)
・ Selected for the International Lacquer Exhibition
・ Selected for Ishikawa Design Exhibition
・ Ishikawa brand certification



YAMAWAKI CUTLERY MFG.,LTD.／Yoshihiro Knives

YAMAWAKI CUTLERY MFG.,LTD.／ Mr.Nino Yutaka／ yh@yamawaki-hamono.co.jp／ +81-72-228-3335／ 1-2-21, Nishi Shukuya-cho, Sakai-ku, SAKAI CITY, OSAKA  590-0937 JAPAN

https://www.yamawaki-hamono.co.jp/english/

Company Profile

Manufacturing and selling primarily professional, high quality kitchen

knives for a wide range of fields. Our sharpening factory are gaining popularity overseas in 

recent years because of its unparalleled sharpness and superior quality. 

Products/ Concept

These blade are made of 46 Layers VG-10 Hammered Damascus Steel, attached burned 

octagonal oak handles which are finished by Japanese Urushi-lacquer. 

Our Hammered Damascus knives are beautiful and functional. Thinner than German 

knives, it’ll easily glide through foods. It has 46 exquisite layers of Damascus Steel that 

create unique waves with hammered texture. These knives are easy to maintain and to 

sharpen. The awesome design Urushi-lacquer handle fits comfortably in your hands. 
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<ITEM1>

Chef’s Knife < Hammered Damascus with burned octagonal oak handle>
Retail price in Japan:￥20200（Excluding tax）
Size: W 38cm x D 7cm x H 3cm

Weight: 310g

<ITEM２>

Santoku Knife < Hammered Damascus with burned octagonal oak handle> 
Retail price in Japan:￥18800（Excluding tax）
Size: W 35cm x D 7cm x H 3cm

Weight:: 295g

<ITEM3>

Petty/Utility Knife < Hammered Damascus with burned octagonal oak handle>
Retail price in Japan:￥15900（Excluding tax）
Size: W 32cm x D 5cm x H 2cm

Weight:190g

Chef's Knife 210MM
Santoku 180MM

Petty/Utility Knife 150MM

Yoshihiro（義弘）
is our internationally registered 
trademarks. These brands of 
knives are derived from a great 
ancient Japanese Katana-
artisan called “Goh no 
Yoshihiro”



Yoshikawakuni Plastics Industries Ltd. ／ Mizuki Ohara ／ ohara@yoshikawakuni.co.jp ／ 6390271 ／ 646-2 Kamori, Katsuragi, Nara, Japan

In 1932, Yoshikawakuni Plastics Industries., Ltd. was established in Nara, Japan. 
In the beginning, we produced small storage cases with Celluloid material. After the plastic materials have been started recognized
in the 1950s, we started to design and produce products with more originality.
For 88 years , we have been actively striving for advanced manufacturing of housewares by incorporating leading-edge materials and 
state-of the art technology. We design the original product, manage production, logistics and sales. 95% of our products are made 
in Japan in our own factory. After receiving  our first Design Award in 1984,  we received 48 Good Design Awards, 
IF Design Award and Red Dot Design Award today.

Yoshikawakuni Plastics Industries Ltd.（ Like-it ） https://www.like-it.jp/en/

Company Profile

Products / Concept

Kitchenware Fashion and Accessories

<ITEM1>

Colander & Bowl
Retail price in Japan:￥1,600（Excluding tax）
Size: W 22.7cm x D 22.7cm x H 10.4cm (Colander)

W 23.3cm x D 23.3cm x H 10.7cm (Bowl)

Weight: 135g (Colander) ,  220g (Bowl)

<ITEM3>

Non-Slip Clothes Hanger
Retail price in Japan:￥800 (S size)、¥900 (M size)（Excluding tax）
Size: W 37.0cm x D 3.0cm x H 23.0cm (S size)

W 42.0cm x D 3.0cm x H 24.0cm (M size)
Weight: 170g (S size)、195g (M size)

< Item 1>
・Gentle food handling with Colander's soft material preserves the original flavor and color.
・72 slits and the bottom structure of Colander provides amazing water-drainage.
・Modern bowl can be used as a serving bowl, supporting your movement from kitchen to table efficiently.
・Stylish design and won 6 international design awards.
＜Item 2＞
・Smart and functional. Saves your time and energy for meal-prep, cleaning, and organizing.
・Lightweight and safe to use even though it looks like glass.
・Made from special material with high water repellency for stain-resistance and easy cleaning.
・Silicone rubber creates airtight seal for liquid and smell.
＜Item 3＞
・30mm thickness and curved edge keep your precious clothes wrinkle-free and its original shape.
・Hook and hanger are in one piece for stable support of collared shirts and heavyweight clothes.
・Non-slip elastomer covering the entire hanger keeps clothes securely in place yet easy to remove from the hanger. 

White Gray Green

<Size S >
200ml
(6.76 fl oz)

< Size M >
520ml
(17.58 fl oz)

< Size L >
1200ml
(42.23 fl oz)

<ITEM２>

Food Container
Retail price in Japan:￥1,100 (S size)、¥1,700 (M size)、¥2,700（Excluding tax）
Size: W 10.0cm x D 10.0cm x H 5.5cm (S size)

W 20.3cm x D 10.0cm x H 5.5cm (M size)

W 20.3cm x D 20.3cm x H 5.5cm (L size)
Weight: 88g (S size)、185g(M size)、325g(L size)

Heat resistance: 140℃
Cold resistance:  -20℃

M : 420mm
(16.54”)

S : 370mm
(14.57”)



YOSHIMUNE KNIVES

ASTREX Inc. ／ Mr. Hiro Tazawa ／ yoshimune.hamono@gmail.com ／ +81-90-5069-3105 ／ 1-3-14-201, Minamisemba, Chuo-ku, Osaka, 542-0081  Japan

https://yoshimuneknives.com/

Company Profile
Yoshimune Knives is a factory-direct-sales store that was launched in March 2020 in 
collaboration with a hammer-forged knife manufacturer. We offer a wide range of 
products centered on traditional handmade Japanese kurouchi knives made in Tosa, 
Kochi Prefecture. Our knives are all Japan-made, razor-sharp, and affordable, straight 
from our factory.

Products/ Concept
Many Kurouchi users say they like its wild and cool texture. It is hammer-forged knife 
handcrafted by craftsman, with only its core blade sharpened, its metal's surface was 
oxidize and blackened via quenching. But this Japanese unique forging techniques 
may even be lost in five to ten years, mainly due to the aging of blacksmiths and the 
lack of young craftsmen to take over. We wanted more people, both inside and 
outside Japan, to know and use these razor-sharp Japanese knives, along with the 
techniques involved. This spurred our desire to preserve these precious traditional 
techniques.
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<ITEM1>

Kurouchi Kiritsuke 240mm (9.4inch) Blue(Aogami) #2 Damascus Walnut handle
Retail price in Japan:￥ 14,400（Excluding tax）
Box Size: W 6.5cm x D 44cm x H 3cm

Weight: 340g

NOTE: We can wholesale Blade only for Kurouchi Knives.

<ITEM２>

Suminagashi Gyuto 240mm (9.4inch) Blue(Aogami) #2 Damascus Rosewood handle 
Retail price in Japan:￥21,000（Excluding tax）
Box Size: W 6.5cm x D 44cm x H 3cm

Weight:: 340g

<ITEM3>

Stainless Clad Santoku 180mm (7.1Inch) VG10 Hammered Finish Damascus Blue Kappa 
handle with Tsuba (Water Proof)
Retail price in Japan:￥17,000（Excluding tax）
Box Size: W 6.5cm x D 33cm x H 3cm

Weight:240g



Yoshita Inc. / Kasyou Studio  

＜Yoshita Inc.＞ ／ ＜Akira Yoshita , President＞ ／ ＜ akira.yoshita@kasyoustudio.co.jp ＞ ／ ＜ +81-761-78-0738 ＞ ／ ＜Ro-360, Yamanakaonsen Hasedamachi, Kaga-shi, Ishikawa 922-0103 JAPAN＞

https://www.kasyoustudio.co.jp/english/

Company Profile

Our Studio located in Kaga Yamanaka Onsen. Our livelihood is lacquer works of tea 

utensils for Japanese tea ceremonies.

Recently, with the technology cultivated in the production of tea utensils,  we produce 

original tablewares. Key members who support our studio are young craftsmans.

Products/ Concept

All of our products are unique products that make use of the lacquer production skills  in 

modern times.

The "Urushi-Kenko tableware series“  are made for Wishing the happiness of our customers.

The "Kasyou Makie glass series“  combines "handmade glass", "Kanazawa gold leaf" and 

"hand-painted lacquer work". 
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<ITEM1>

Sake lacquer glass "Hato waves” (Urushi-Kenko tableware series)
Retail price in Japan:￥13,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9.4cm x D 10.6cm x H 9.2cm (Package size)

Gross weight : 175g

<ITEM２>

Sake lacquer glass “Moon desert” (Urushi-Kenko tableware series)
Retail price in Japan:￥12,500（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9.6cm x D 10.7cm x 9.7cm (Package size)

Gross weight : 153g

<ITEM3>

Golden Sake glass "Red Fuji" (Kasyou Makie glass series) 
Retail price in Japan:￥10,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W 9.5cm x D 9.5cm x H 7.3cm (Package size)

Gross weight :170g

manufacturing process

The galaxy that shines

on the surface of the sake.
example of use

example of use



Yotsui Co.,Ltd.

Yotsui co.,ltd. ／ ＜Mr. Tomonori Hayashi＞ ／ info@yotsui.co.jp ／ +81-766-24-0025／ 3-5 mizuho-cho takaoka toyama Japan

https://www.yotsui.co.jp

Company Profile

Founded in 1948, we produce and sell Takaoka copperware for over 70 years (Takaoka is 
a copper-producing in Japan). We produce and sell a wide range of items such as large 
bronze statues, Ornament of fine arts, and tableware.

Products/ Concept

Iron kettle ／ Silver kettle ／ teapot ／ teacup saucer ／ tea utensils ／ Metal cup

incense burner ／ flower vase ／ Metal ornament etc.

Making use of the traditional techniques of Japanese craftsmen to fit the current lifestyle,

we are sure our products enrich your daily life.
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<ITEM1>

Iron sand kettle Unryujimon
Retail price in Japan:￥700,000（Excluding tax）
Size: W20.5cm x D17cm x H21cm

Weight: 2,150g

<ITEM２>

Tea ware 3-piece set
Retail price in Japan:￥20,000（Excluding tax）
Size: teapot / W16cm x D9cm x H8.5cm  

tea container / W10.8cm x D10.8cm x H12.6cm

teaspoon / L17.3cm

Weight: 485g

<ITEM3>

bottle opener BUSHO
Retail price in Japan:￥1,200（Excluding tax）
Size: W6cm x D11.3cm x H0.6cm

Weight: 135g


